Abstract-Sparse coding has been applied to visual tracking and related vision problems with demonstrated success in recent years. Existing tracking methods based on local sparse coding sample patches from a target candidate and sparsely encode these using a dictionary consisting of patches sampled from target template images. The discriminative strength of existing methods based on local sparse coding is limited as spatial structure constraints among the template patches are not exploited. To address this problem, we propose a structure-aware local sparse coding algorithm, which encodes a target candidate using templates with both global and local sparsity constraints. For robust tracking, we show the local regions of a candidate region should be encoded only with the corresponding local regions of the target templates that are the most similar from the global view. Thus, a more precise and discriminative sparse representation is obtained to account for appearance changes. To alleviate the issues with tracking drifts, we design an effective template update scheme. Extensive experiments on challenging image sequences demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm against numerous state-of-the-art methods.
automatic driving, and video analysis. It aims to estimate the states (e.g., location, scale, rotation, etc.) of a target in a sequence of images after specifying the target in the first frame. While significant efforts have been made in the past decades, developing a robust tracking algorithm for complicated scenarios is still a challenging task due to factors like heavy occlusion, pose changes, large scale variations, camera motion, and illumination variations.
Broadly speaking, tracking methods can be categorized as either discriminative [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] or generative [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Discriminative methods learn a binary classifier to separate the target from its background and identify object locations with a local search. Much effort has been devoted to improving the discriminative power of classifiers. Grabner et al. [3] use online boosting to construct a feature selection algorithm and integrate several weak classifiers into a single strong one. A structured output support vector machine is employed by Hare et al. [7] to directly couple the classifier's output with the tracked target position. In [18] , Babenko et al. introduce multiple instance learning into the training process to alleviate the confusion caused by multiple positive samples. Most recently, hierarchical features learned from convolutional neural networks are used to distinguish the tracked target from its background for object tracking [19] , [20] .
Generative approaches cast object tracking as a searching task to find the target candidate most similar to the tracked target. The key issues are concerned with how object appearance can be modeled and updated to account for large changes caused by occlusion, lighting variation, and view changes. In [14] , incremental subspace learning is used to adapt to target appearance changes. Sparse coding has been applied to represent appearance for visual tracking [9] , [21] [22] [23] [24] . These sparse coding approaches assume that a good target candidate can be represented by a set of target templates with a small reconstruction error, and vice versa. According to the type of dictionary atoms used in sparse coding, these models can be classified into holistic sparse coding (HSC) [15] , [21] , [25] , in which each dictionary atom is a whole target template image; and local sparse coding (LSC) [9] , [24] , in which the dictionary atoms are local patches sampled from target template images. As demonstrated in the benchmark study on object tracking [26] , [27] , LSC based trackers perform favorably among a total of 31 representative trackers.
However, the LSC scheme does not consider the spatial structural information among the used template patches, which should come from the templates that are the most similar to the currently considered candidate. The loss of spatial In the upper left image, the region in the solid yellow box is the target to be tracked. In the upper right image, the regions in solid and dashed boxes are a good candidate and a bad candidate, respectively. Since the LSC methods represent each patch of a target candidate using patches from arbitrary templates, both the good and bad candidates can be well reconstructed with small errors as illustrated in the lower left image, and therefore tracking methods based on these representations cannot accurately locate the target in this scenario.
To address the aforementioned problems, Jia et al. [9] propose an alignment pooling method for object tracking. For a patch of the currently considered candidate, the alignment pooling counts only the coefficients corresponding to the template patches at the same position as the candidate patch. Zhong et al. [22] develop a collaborative model to encode a target candidate with both HSC as well as LSC, and combine the two scores with a multiplication operator for object tracking. While these approaches help alleviate the problems, the spatial structure information among the used template patches is not exploited.
In this paper, we propose the structure-aware local sparse coding (SALSC) method for object tracking. The SALSC scheme sparsely encodes the patches of a target candidate using a dictionary consisting of patches sampled from target template images. Unlike LSC, the SALSC method also exploits the spatial structure information with a global sparsity constraint on the coding coefficients, which minimizes the number of the templates used to encode the candidate and therefore implicitly chooses the templates that are more similar to the candidate. To this end, we design a rearranging function over the coefficients of patches and exploit the 2,1 norm on the rearranged coefficients to constrain the global sparsity. As illustrated in the right image of Figure 2 , the combination of the global and local sparsity constraints makes SALSC only use the patches of the templates that are the most similar to the currently considered target candidate. as shown in Figure 1b and Figure 1d . In addition, we present an algorithm to solve the posed optimization problem with the rearranging function.
For robust object tracking, an update scheme is often used. Although several effective update approaches have been proposed [3] , [14] , [21] , it is not clear how old and new templates should be retained to properly model object appearance changes. Without an effective model update scheme, it is inevitable that trackers drift away from targets in complex scenes. In this work, we present an effective update strategy by exploiting long-term and short-term memory based on the recent studies of human memory [28] [29] [30] . Experimental results show that the proposed update scheme is effective in accounting for appearance changes for object tracking.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) We present the SALSC model to take both the global and local sparsity constraints into consideration for more effective appearance modeling for visual tracking. 2) We propose an optimization method to solve the proposed SALSC model and apply it to visual tracking with an effective template update scheme. 3) Extensive experimental results on a large tracking benchmark dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tracking method compared to several state-ofthe-art trackers.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the existing sparse coding based tracking methods. A more comprehensive review on sparse trackers can be found in [31] . In sparse coding based tracking methods, the image region of the tracked target is cropped as a template. Generally, numerous templates are collected to cover as many potential states of the target as possible. When the sparse dictionary is constructed based on patches locally sampled from all templates, it is referred to as a local sparse coding scheme. In contrast, when each dictionary atom is a whole template rather than a patch, it is referred to as a holistic sparse coding (HSC) scheme. Fig. 2 . LSC represents a target candidate using patches from all target templates. When the templates are not good enough (e.g., some templates have more background information), the reconstruction error can no longer tell the good candidate from the bad one, since their reconstruction errors are very close. In contrast, the proposed SALSC represents a candidate using patches from the candidate's most similar templates. In this way, the good candidate can have a smaller reconstruction error than that of the bad candidate.
A. Holistic Sparse Coding Based Trackers
Mei and Ling [21] propose a HSC based tracking method which represents each target candidate using a set of target and trivial templates (a trivial template has only one nonzero element). The purpose of introducing trivial templates into sparse representation is to account for occlusions and noise. Let x ∈ R H denote a vectorized H -dimensional target candidate and D h ∈ R H ×(N+H ) the dictionary consisting of N vectorized templates (each template is H -dimensional) and H trivial templates. The sparse representation can be solved by
where c i denotes the i -th element of the coefficient vector c, and · 1 is the 1 norm that computes the sum of the absolute values of all elements in a vector. By minimizing both the reconstruction error (the first term) and global sparsity (the second term) in (1), the HSC scheme represents the candidate using as few target templates as possible that are the most similar to the tracked target. A good target candidate (e.g., the one most similar to the target) can be reconstructed by the target templates and the associated coefficients. In contrast, in the case of a bad candidate, it cannot be well reconstructed by the target templates alone. Thus, the tracked target can be determined by finding the minimum reconstruction error using the target templates and the associated coefficients. While it has been shown to perform well in visual tracking, this method is less effective when the target undergoes self-variations, such as pose changes, as the trivial templates used by HSC are not flexible enough to handle such complicated variations.
B. Local Sparse Coding Based Trackers
In the LSC scheme, the dictionary is constructed based on patches locally sampled from all target templates [9] . Let 
where · 2 F denotes the Frobenius norm, C ∈ R (N×M)×M the coefficient matrix, c i the i -th column of C, and c i j the element of C at the i -th row and j -th column.
As shown in [9] and [27] , the representational flexibility of the patch-wise coding fashion makes LSC able to handle more complicated tracking scenarios than HSC. However, the holistic structural information is not exploited. As shown in Figure 2 , the good and bad candidates have rather similarly small reconstruction errors since there are some atoms in the dictionary that are very similar to the patches of both two candidates. Although Jia et al. [9] design an alignment pooling and Zhong et al. [22] propose a combination of HSC and LSC to handle this issue, the effectiveness is limited as the solutions are based on the representations that are obtained by LSC without the consideration of a spatial structure constraint on the used template patches. In contrast, we present the SALSC method which imposes both the global and local sparsity constraints when encoding a candidate. The SALSC method is therefore more suitable for visual tracking as it simultaneously takes the spatial structure information and representation flexibility into consideration.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the details of the proposed tracking method, which consists of three components: an appearance model, a template update strategy, and a decision model. We first introduce the SALSC model, which is designed to overcome the shortcomings of the existing LSC and HSC schemes for object tracking. Next, we describe our template update strategy, which is designed to maintain the effectiveness of the dictionary for modeling the target appearance over time. We then present the decision model which accurately selects the final tracked result from hundreds of target candidates.
A. Structure-Aware Local Sparse Coding
The central issue is how to carry out these two kinds of sparsities with the same dictionary in one coding procedure, as the global sparsity is generally implemented using templates as dictionary atoms, while the local sparsity is implemented using local patches of templates as dictionary atoms. To address this problem, we formulate our algorithm upon LSC, which has a natural ability of imposing the local sparsity constraints. To factor in the global sparsity constraint, we first design a rearranging function f (·), which rearranges every M rows of the coefficient matrix C into a new row as illustrated by Figure 3 so that each row corresponds to a different template. Then we apply the ∞,0 norm to the rearranged coefficient matrix f (C) to count the number of nonzero rows, i.e. the number of used templates. The proposed model is formulated as arg min
In (3), the first and third terms measure the reconstruction error and local sparsity, respectively. In contrast to LSC, we introduce the second term to minimize the number of used templates, which implicitly enforces that the used dictionary atoms come from the templates that are more similar to the current considering candidate. Such a structure constraint is from a global view rather than a local spatial view and is used to address the shortcomings of traditional LSC models, which use patches from any templates to encode the target candidate and therefore reduce the discriminative ability of distinguishing the target from its backgrounds. In the literature, there are several works which are also based on group sparsity such as [32] [33] [34] . Both [32] and [33] operate on full templates, but our model operates on local patches of templates. This leads to the differences in both the motivation and purposes of using the group sparsity among these methods. Specifically, [32] and [33] impose the group sparsity constraint in a supervised manner to learn a structured dictionary such that atoms in each group of the dictionary can represent images from the same class. By analyzing the indexes of non-zero coefficients, these models can be used for image classification. In contrast, our dictionary is composed of local patches that are directly sampled from target templates. Local patches from the same template are considered as a group. We use the group sparsity to implicitly enforce that the used local patches come from the templates that are more similar to the target candidate. The hierarchical sparse coding in [34] encodes one input signal each time, and the group sparsity is considered within coefficients of each input signal. Different from this, our model encodes M input signals each time, and the group sparsity is constrained across coefficients of all these local patches.
Solving SALSC: Finding the optimal solution for the objective function (3) is a NP-hard problem since the second term is non-convex [35] . In practice, the 2,1 norm is often used to approximate the ∞,0 norm since their difference in effectiveness is subtle and sometimes the former behaves better as reported in [15] . Therefore, here we use the 2,1 norm in this work:
Due to the rearranging operation f (·) in (4), no existing solvers can be used for this optimization problem. We propose a fast solution based on the fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [36] (although the APG [25] or ADMM [37] approach is also applicable). In general, the objective function F(X) in FISTA is comprised of two parts,
where h(X) is a smooth convex function with a Lipschitz continuous gradient over X, and g(X) is a continuous convex function over X, which is possibly non-smooth. Given the values of X k , the weight variable t k , and the intermediate variable Z k = X k at the k-th iteration, the general steps of FISTA are in the following iterative form
where is the Lipschitz constant of gradient ∇h and the prox operation (6) is defined as
To solve (4), we define
However, since the 2,1 and 1 norms in (11) are two different matrices for f (C) and C, prox(·) of (6) cannot be directly solved. Fortunately, we observe that the second term in (11) computes the sum of the absolute values of all elements of C, and this sum is not affected by the rearranging operation, which means
and hence we have
where the 2,1 and 1 norms operate on the same matrix f (C), which makes the prox (6) easy to solve with FISTA (e.g., using the SPAMS toolbox from http://spams-devel.gforge.inria.fr/). Based on (13), we have the new formulation of (6) as
where
and f −1 (·) denotes the inverse operation of f (·). We summarize the main steps of the proposed optimization process in Algorithm 1.
B. Template Update
For sparse trackers, it is crucial to update target templates to adapt to appearance changes of the target over time.
Intuitively, the target appearance remains unchanged only for a certain period, and eventually the templates are no longer accurate for representing the target appearance. Therefore, the templates need to be updated over time to adapt to target appearance changes. On the other hand, if the templates are updated too frequently, small errors will be accumulated over time, which may eventually cause tracking drift.
Algorithm 1 Solving Structure-Aware Local Sparse Coding
To address this problem, we maintain a template set consisting of ten templates to reflect different target appearances. The template set is initialized as follows. The first template is the target region specified by the user; the remaining templates are created by perturbing a few pixels in four possible directions at the center location of the first template in the first frame. The template set is updated every five frames. Our update strategy keeps the first template unchanged throughout the video because it is the ground truth specified by the user and is helpful when the target appearance turns back from bad conditions such as occlusions and lighting changes. Unlike existing update strategies [9] , [38] which update only one or all templates each time, we update three templates to avoid preserving too much old appearance information, which may not fully reflect the current appearances, or introducing too much new appearance information, which may not facilitate the sparse coding model when the target turns into old appearances. As shown in Figure 4 , we update the templates at positions 2, 5, and 8, which cover both the old and new templates. We first delete templates at these three positions, then shift left the remaining seven templates, finally append new templates at the rear. Although updating templates at other positions is also possible, we find that updating templates at 2, 5, and 8 leads to a better tracking performance compared to that of updating templates at other positions such as (2, 3, 4), (4, 7, 10), or randomly three positions as shown in Figure 5 .
We note the proposed update strategy can be used with most representation schemes, e.g., SCM [22] and L1APG [21] . In this work, we use sparse representation and subspace learning to represent templates in a way similar to [9] :
where B = [E I], z = [a h ] , and g is the observation vector. In addition, E denotes the matrix consisting of eigenbasis vectors of old templates. I and its corresponding coefficient vector h account for noise for the observation vector g. The new template is constructed by
C. Decision Model
As demonstrated in [39] and our experimental results in Figure 6 , the reconstruction error alone is not effective for measuring similarity between candidate and target templates. We design a more reliable decision model which includes an SVM confidence score S svm , a weighted pooling measurement S wp , and a reconstruction error based measurement S re . The confidence score of a candidate is computed by β 1 S svm + β 2 S wp + β 3 S re , where β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 are weight parameters.
1) SVM Confidence Score: Since we resize each candidate region to 32 × 32 pixels and sample patches of 16 × 16 pixels with a sliding window of 8 pixels, the four patches at the four corners encode the whole candidate. We concatenate coefficients of these four patches as the feature vector of a candidate, denoted as b, i.e., b = φ (c 1 , c 3 , c 7 , c 9 ) , where c i denotes the i -th column of the coefficient matrix C and φ(·) denotes the concatenation operation. The SVM confidence score of a candidate region is computed as
where w denotes the linear weights of an SVM classifier.
To train the SVM classifier, at the starting frame we extract 10 positive samples around the initial annotation and 100 negative samples far away from the initial target position. To update the SVM model, we retrain it every 5 frames with new training data collected by sampling 10 positive examples and 100 negative examples in each of the latest 5 frames. The positive examples in the starting frame are also used to account for appearance changes.
2) Weighted Pooling Measurement:
By solving the sparse coding model (4), we obtain the coefficient matrix C, which denotes the sparse codes of local patches sampled from one candidate. C can be divided into N segments according to the template that each element of the matrix corresponds to, e.g. the first M row corresponds to the first template. These coefficient segments are summated together
where C (i) denotes the submatrix of C from row (i −1)×M +1 to row i × M, which corresponds to the i -th template. Each element in S is the sum of coefficients of the template patches that are at the same position. With the sparsity assumption, each local patch within the target region can be best represented by the patches at the same positions of templates, and thus these templates patches have the largest coefficients. Therefore, the good candidate can be distinguished from the bad ones by comparing the sum of coefficients at the diagonal positions of S
where W ∈ R M×M is a diagonal matrix with 1 on its diagonal positions. This operation is called alignment-pooling in [9] . In this paper, since the local patches are obtained in a sliding window fashion with half of the area overlapped, a candidate patch is encoded by template patches mainly sampled at the counterpart position and partly at its neighboring position. Thus, we propose a weighted pooling measurement to weight positions differently. In particular, we define a weight matrix as 
which puts weight 1 on coefficients at the counterpart position and 0.1 on the coefficient at a neighboring position. These weights are set empirically. The proposed weighted pooling measurement is obtained using (19) with such a weight matrix.
3) Reconstruction Errors Measurement:
We define the reconstruction error based score S re as
(20)
D. Discussion
We discuss the differences between the proposed SALSC algorithm and the two most related sparse trackers, MTT [15] and SST [40] . The MTT method exploits structure information among all target candidates by using the 2,1 norm to decide which candidates should be treated as a group and be represented by the same templates. As such, the MTT method needs to encode all candidates at the same time on the global level. The SST tracker extends the MTT method and uses local patches as encoding units. The SST approach emphasizes the group property among all candidates (similar to MTT) but on both the global and local levels. This is because the 2,1 term in SST operates on patches of all candidates, of which the effect is not equivalent to the overall effect of separately exerting 2,1 on patches of each candidate. In contrast, the SALSC algorithm does not consider the group property among candidates, and emphasizes similarity between a candidate and target templates on both the global and local levels. Namely, the SALSC algorithm aims to find its most similar templates from a template set and use patches of these templates to encode patches of this candidate. To this end, the SALSC approach encodes each candidate separately on the local patch level, and uses the 2,1 norm on the rearranged coefficient matrix to constrain the number of used templates.
Overall, the MTT and SST methods focus on similarity between templates and a group of candidates, whereas the SALSC algorithm stresses similarity between templates and a single candidate. We present experimental evaluation on these methods in Section IV-F.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We first introduce the evaluation protocols and implementation details. Next, we examine the effectiveness of the proposed SALSC model and template update strategy. Finally, we report experimental evaluations of the proposed algorithm against the state-of-the-art tracking methods. 
A. Evaluated Methods
We compare the proposed algorithm with a total of 20 trackers: (i) recently published sparse coding based trackers: MASLA [41] , LWIST [42] , LRT [43] , SST [40] , SCM [22] , ASLA [9] , L1APG [44] , and MTT [15] . (ii) recently published state-of-the-art trackers: Distractor-Aware Tracker (DAT) [45] , Tracking with Gaussian Process Regression (TGPR) [2] , Deep Learning Tracker (DLT) [4] , PyramidBased Tracker(PBT) [46] , Online Non-negative Dictionary Learning (ONNDL) [38] , Superpixel Tracking (SPT) [47] , Discriminative Scale Space Tracker (DSST) [48] , Structured Output Tracking (Struck) [7] , Context Tracker (CXT) [49] , Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD) [50] , Distribution Fields for Tracking (DFT) [51] , and Incremental Learning for Tracking (IVT) [14] .
B. Evaluation Datasets
We evaluate the compared trackers on the tracking benchmark dataset OTB100 [27] , which consists of 100 image sequences and involves 11 kinds of typical tracking challenging factors: illumination variation, scale changes, partial or full occlusion, non-rigid object shape deformation, motion blur, in-plane or out-of-plane rotation, out of view, background clutters, low resolution, and fast motion.
Moreover, we further test these trackers on 10 challenging Unmanned-Aerial-Vehicle (UAV) sequences [52] which cover challenges including Aspect Ratio Change (ARC), Camera Motion (CM), Illumination Variation (IV), Background Clutter (BC), Similar Object (SOB), Scale Variation (SV), Partial Occlusion (POC), Full Occlusion (FOC), Viewpoint Change, and Out-of-view (OV). A detailed challenge attribute of each sequence is summarized in Table I .
C. Evaluation Protocols
The performance of a tracker is measured by success plots in one-pass evaluation (OPE) and is ranked according to the area under curve (AUC) as specified in the tracking benchmark [26] . The success plots provide more information than the snap-short result by a single threshold of success rate. The success rate of a tracker is an average of overlap rates of all considered frames, and the overlap rate is computed by the intersection over the union of the tracked and the ground truth bounding boxes.
D. Implementation Details
We use grayscale images as the input for the proposed tracking algorithm. All target templates and candidate regions are normalized to 32 × 32 pixels from which a sliding window of size 16 × 16 with a sliding step of 8 pixels is used to sample patches in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The parameters α and K in Algorithm 1 are set to 0.015 and 10. The weights λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 are all empirically set to 0.01. In addition, β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 in the decision model are set to 1, 0.1, and 0.01, respectively, according to their discriminative powers shown in Figure 6 . All parameters are fixed for all experiments. The proposed tracker is implemented in MATLAB and it takes 0.48 seconds to process each frame on a 2.70 GHz Intel E5-2680 machine with 16G memory. The source code will be released to the public.
E. Ablation Analysis
We analyze the effectiveness of each component of the proposed tracking algorithm with different combinations. We use the LSC based ASLA [9] method as the baseline for evaluation. We denote the proposed SALSC model, update framework, and decision model as A, U, and D, respectively. The notation in the form of P > Q is used to denote that the tracker P performs better than the tracker Q. The evaluated trackers are summarized below:
• Base+A: replacing the appearance model of the baseline method with A.
• Base+U: replacing the update strategy of the baseline method with U.
• Base+D: replacing the decision module of the baseline method with D.
• Base+AD: replacing the appearance and decision modules of the baseline method with A and D; • Base+AU: replacing the appearance and update modules with A and U.
• Base+DU: replacing the decision and update modules with D and U.
• A+U+D: the combination used in the proposed tracking algorithm. In addition, we evaluate the proposed template update method with two commonly used methods proposed in [9] and [38] . Comparisons of different template update strategies are presented in Figure 7 and the AUC rankings (a bigger score is better) of overall performance are shown in Figure 8 .
All the three components of the proposed tracker contribute to more accurate tracking results. First, Base+A > Base and Base+AD > Base+D in all tracking sequences indicate that the proposed SALSC method extracts more discriminative features than the LSC approach regardless decision modules. Second, in the presence of most challenging factors, Base+U > Base and Base+AU > Base+A show that the proposed template update strategy contributes to the higher tracking performance. Third, Base+D < Base, Base+DU < Base but Base+AD > Base+A indicates that our decision model performs badly when collaborating with the traditional local sparse coding model which is used by Base but performs well in achieving better results when cooperating with the proposed SALSC appearance model.
We further evaluate the proposed template update strategy with comparison to other four commonly used update schemes in Figure 7 . The ASLA_Update_Strategy in [9] randomly updates one template each time. The ONNDL_Update_Strategy in [38] updates all templates each time. The SST_Update_Strategy in [40] , [44] , and [56] assigns a weight to each template to indicate how representative the template is. The template with the lowest weight is replaced by the current tracking result. The LWIST_Update_Strategy in [42] incrementally updates the templates whose 2 distances to the current tracked result are smaller than a given threshold. As shown in Figure 7 , the proposed template update strategy achieves about 10% improvement compared to other four update schemes, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our template update strategy.
Among the three components of the proposed tracker, the SALSC module contributes the most, then the update strategy, and the decision model. In terms of occlusion, out of view, fast motion, and deformation, we observe that Base+A > Base +U and Base+AD > Base+DU, which show that SALSC scheme contributes more than the update module. However, in terms of motion blur, illumination variation, rotation, background clutters, low resolution, and scale variation, the results show that Base+U > Base+A and Base+DU < Base+AD. Namely, the decision module also plays an important role. Furthermore, the result Base+DU < Base+AD indicates that the SALSC plays a larger role than the update module. In most sequences, we observe Base+U > Base+D and Base+AU > Base+AD, which show that our update strategy contributes more than the decision model, regardless of whether the SALSC or LSC scheme is used to model object appearance.
The results show that Base+A performs better than Base in all sequences. In particular, in the face of occlusion, out-of-view, fast motion, and deformation, Base+A achieves 10 percent improvement over the baseline method. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme that exploits both global and local sparse coding.
F. Evaluation Against the State-of-the-Art Methods

1)
Quantitative Evaluation: Figure 9 shows the overall performance of all the evaluated trackers on the (a) and (b) show the tracking performance of 21 trackers on the OTB50 dataset [26] . (c) and (d) show the tracking performance on the OTB100 dataset [27] . Only the top 10 performing trackers are presented for clarity. completeness, we also provide more detailed AUC rankings with all-round overlap rate ranges in Table II . Overall, the proposed tracking algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods. Compared to sparse trackers, such as MASLA, SCM, SST, ASLA, LWIST, the proposed algorithm achieves about 7%, 9%, 8%, 13%, and more than 13% improvement, respectively, as shown in the last column of Table II . In addition, we provide more detailed results in terms of the average center location error and average overlap rate [54] on 10 representative sequences in Table IV  and Table V . The results show that the proposed tracking algorithm obtains higher tracking success rates and smaller distance errors on most of these sequences than the compared state-of-the-art trackers. Table III presents the tracking results in term of the average success rate on each of the 10 challenging UAV sequences. The proposed algorithm ranks top two on most of these sequences compared to the state-of-the-art sparse trackers such as MASLA, SST, LRT, LWIST, and LRT. Figure 10 shows some tracking results on challenging sequences. We discuss the performance of the evaluated tracking methods in presence of different challenging factors. a) Occlusion and deformation: In the basketball sequence, the target person undergoes heavy occlusion at frame 16 and large deformation throughout the sequence. The Struck method loses the target from frame 30. The ASLA, SCM, and DSST algorithms drift away at frame 593 and frame 706, while the proposed tracker locates the target accurately. This can be attributed to the SALSC scheme can exclude dissimilar candidate regions on the global level and correctly encode the unoccluded and undeformed parts on the local level.
2) Qualitative Evaluation:
b) Occlusion and background clutter: In the football sequence, at frame 286 the target player is heavily occluded. Only the DSST and proposed trackers locate the target accurately as shown in Figure 10 . In this case, the proposed SALSC scheme contributes the most as demonstrated in Figure 8 as it can exclude dissimilar candidate regions on the global level and capture the unoccluded regions on the local level. The proposed update strategy also plays an important role in such scenarios as illustrated in Figure 8 (occlusion and background clutter).
c) Illumination and rotation: Throughout the skating sequence, the target skater undergoes in-plane and out-ofplane rotations and the illumination changes drastically at frame 304. All trackers except the proposed method lose the target after frame 304. Similarly in the car4 sequence, the proposed template update strategy plays the most important role, as demonstrated in Figure 8 (illumination and rotation) . The proposed update strategy can incorporate the latest observations with the existing templates effectively to account for large appearance changes. d) Scale: The singer1 and car4 sequences contain significant scale variations, and the TGPR, SCM, and Struck methods do not adapt to the target scale well. As shown in Figure 8 (scale), our tracker retains templates effectively to account for appearance changes. The DAT tracker loses track of the target object as the color histogram features are not effective in these scenarios.
e) Scale, rotation, background clutter, and illumination variation: The shaking sequence is challenging as the target object undergoes large scale and rotation changes in a cluttered background with varying illumination. From frame 165, all methods except the DSST and proposed trackers drift away from the target as shown in Figure 10 (e). Table IV and Table V show that the proposed tracker performs favorably against the other methods.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a structure-aware local sparse coding model for effective object tracking. By considering the global and local sparsity constraints, the proposed representation is more discriminative than existing approaches. In addition, we propose a fast optimization method to compute sparse coefficients, and an effective template update strategy to account for appearance changes. Extensive experimental results with comparisons to the state-of-the-art methods on a large tracking benchmark dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tracking algorithm.
